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EDITORIAL 

 

On Saturday, 29th June, one of our members, Richard Bainbridge, was badly hurt in a fall in Lamb Leer 

Cavern. I am sure that all members would want to join with the Committee in wishing Richard a speedy 

and full recovery. 

 

CLUB NEWS 

 

Upper Pitts 

 

There have been occasions recently when the Club Headquarters has been very overcrowded. Members 

are reminded that they should not bring along more than two guests unless they have made prior 

arrangements with the Hut Booking Officer. 

 

A reminder too that people camping at Upper Pitts and using all the facilities of the Headquarters should 

pay full hut fees. 

 

G.B. Cave Key 

 

This key is held at Upper Pitts. All members visiting the cave must hold a current C.C.C. permit, and any 

guests wishing to use the club key must obtain a permit from John Jones. The key will not be given to 

guest parties not staying at Upper Pitts unless they also have a letter from John Jones. There is a £1 

deposit on the key. 

 

Cuckoo Cleeves 

 

The farmer is complaining that his gates have been left open, crops trampled on and walls knocked down. 

Access to Cuckoo Cleeves is easy at present, but in won't be for much longer if we don't somehow put a 

stop to this sort of behaviour. 

 

Cave Digs 

 

Only digs of which the Committee have been informed and to which they have given their approval, may 

be called Wessex digs. 

 

Postage for Publication Sales 

 

Would members please send 10p with their orders to Richard Kenney. The postage rates have increased 

considerably and he will refund any excess coppers not used. 

 

CAVING FILMS FOR HIRE 

 

The three documentary films entitled "The Secret Mendips" made by Harlech Television are now 

available for hire from Guild Sound & Vision Ltd., Woodston House, Oundle Road, Peterborough, PE2 

9PZ. Film 1 deals with Gough's Cave and Box Cave at Cheddar, Film 2 deals with Swildon's Hole, and 

Film 3 deals with cave diving at Wookey. Each film is in colour and runs for 30 minutes. The hire charge 

is £6.00 for the first day, and £3.00 for each subsequent day, per film. For the caver who has everything, 

the complete set would make a nice present - the cost, a mere £435! 
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FRIDAY NIGHT CLUB MEETS 

 

Details from:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Friday July 26th 

 

Friday August 9th 

 

Saturday August 24th 

 

Friday September 6th 

 

Saturday September 21st 

 

Friday October 4th 

 

Friday October 18th 

 

Friday November 1st 

Richard Kenney, 

"Yennek", 

St. Mary’s Road, 

Meare, 

GLASTONBURY, 

Somerset, 

BA6 9SS. 

 

Thrupe Lane 

 

G.B. 

 

Wales 

 

SDJR Railway Tunnel Bath 

 

Swildons Shatter Passage 

 

Cuckoo Cleeves 

 

Eastwater Twin Verticals Route 

 

Hunters Hole 

 

Friday evening trips meet at 7.30 p.m. Wales by prior arrangement. Shatter Passage 2.30 p.m. Priddy 

Green. Anyone wishing to be out of the cave early must be prepared to leave the rest of the party. 

 

 

REMINDER FROM BRYAN ELLIS 

 

Bryan Ellis is giving up his work as a general caving publication stockist after serving in this valuable 

role for fifteen years. In future he will handle only surveys, Shepton Mallet C.C., B.C.R.A., and Descent 

publications. Bryan’s address is 7 School Lane, Combwich, Bridgwater, Somerset. 

 

 

ERRATUM 

 

Several members have spotted the deliberate mistake which appeared in the last issue of the Journal. The 

North point on the Thrupe Lane Swallet survey is of course pointing South. As one eminent geographer 

commented:- “It's 25,000 miles to St. Andrew’s Well in that direction!” 

 

 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

I am not surprised that it took so long to open up the cave at Thrupe. It appears that most of the work was 

done by heavy sleepers snoring. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

S.N. Ide.
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A HUNDRED YEARS AGO 

 

The following extract is taken from The Wells Journal of October 15th 1874, whose Editor points out that 

the newspaper is taken by "most of the Nobility, Landowners, Clergy, Farmers, and Professional Men, 

and has besides a large circulation as a Family Newspaper throughout the County of Somerset". 

 

Wookey Hole 

 

"To those who delight in seeing and investigating the sublime wonders of nature, a visit to Wookey Hole 

will be ample compensation for a long journey. The distance from Wells is about one mile and a half, the 

road good, and if a walk should be preferred, then the road, via Milton Hill, affords one of the most 

beautiful and picturesque views (from Alfred’s Tower, in Wiltshire, to the waters of the Bristol Channel) 

as can be found at any place within fifty miles. Besides Wookey Hole, there is another “Wonder” to be 

seen - Ebbor Cliffs, about half a mile from the cavern. 

 

In many respects these cliffs vie with those of Cheddar, whilst in wild and natural grandeur, the palm 

must be awarded to Ebbor. A chasm opens in the hill side, with rocks towering to a great height, in some 

places bare, in others clothed with wild plants and ferns, planted there by the hand of nature, giving the 

whole scene an appearance which the pen cannot easily describe, but such as must be seen to be 

appreciated. Collinson, the county historian, thus speaks of Wookey Hole:- 'The approach to it is 

extremely picturesque, and the surrounding scenery wildly magnificent. In the side of the hill is formed a 

semi-oval cove, or recess, cut transversely, and about two hundred feet from point to point; the central 

part is nearly two hundred feet high, and is an assemblage of vast perpendicular rocks, almost covered 

with trees and shrubs springing from between their fissures. At the extremity of this cove, and at the base 

of the cliff, is a natural arch, thirty feet in height and forty in breadth, from which rushes a clear, rapid 

torrent, impetuously making its way over a rocky channel, fringed with a variety of aquatic plants and 

mosses. On one side of this romantic hollow, is a rocky terrace which leads to the cavern’s mouth; the 

entrance into which is about one-third of the height from the bed of the river to the summit of the rocks 

from which it issues. This entrance is narrow, but soon opens into a very spacious vault, eighty feet in 

height, the whole roof and sides of which are encrusted with sparry concretions of whimsical forms, and 

present a grand appearance to the spectator, who is lit by tapers through this dark subterraneous passage„ 

The passage continuing hence leads by a descent to another vault somewhat smaller and lower than the 

former; and beyond this a low, craggy, and irregular track opens into an area nearly circular, and about 

forty yards in diameter, with a cylindrical roof. On one side of this area is a fine sandy bottom, and on the 

other is the cold, limpid stream of Wookey water above mentioned, which here, meeting with the rock, 

intercepts the passage, although the cavern is a considerable distance beyond it.' " 

 

It is interesting to note that in those pre-automobile days, one could visit many parts of Mendip by rail. 

From Wells there were excellent services to Draycott, Cheddar, Axbridge, Sandford, Banwell, Binegar, 

Masbury and Cranmore. Cavers could have been catered for easily since the trains included a Third Class 

carriage! 
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ADIOS LIORDES, HOLA CARES 

 

by J.D. Hanwell 

 

This report is a sequel but certainly not an epitaph to our work in the high Picos de Europa, Northern 

Spain (see Wessex Cave Club Journal 12, 143, 139-54, Oct. 1972). Whilst we did not achieve great things 

in the Ceuva de Liordes in 1973 by comparison with the successes enjoyed two years earlier, sufficient 

was found along the neighbouring Rio Cares to rekindle our enthusiasm for future visits to the area. The 

valley's potential, had been spied out by dint of some very determined river-walking by Dave Causer and 

Mike Thompson during September 1972. However, this is really their story and so, not daring to scoop a 

first hand account, suffice to record here how we became the beneficiaries last summer. 

 

But first to the Ceuva de Liordes and the beginning of August last year., The party assembled at Fuente 

De once more, comprising Fred Davies, Brian Woodward, Pete Moody and myself on return tickets with 

Aubrey Newport and Ken James enjoying their first visit to the Picos. This time the long porterage into 

the Vega was mercifully less onerous since everyone was equipped with abseilers and Jumars. In fact, one 

major carry saw the majority of personal caving gear and ropes safely cached in the small refugio near the 

cave entrance. This day's work included a rapid push at the duck which terminated our 1971 discoveries 

in the more accessible Corredor de Frialdad (Cold Store Passage). Disappointingly, this only yielded a 

further 30 metres of flood streamway with a short 4-metre pitch to yet another static sump. The only 

consolation was a slight improvement in the remarkably chilly atmosphere of this passage; possibly the 

result of an earlier spring thaw. The pitches were left tackled and the descent to base completed by dusk. 

 

Early on August 3rd, all returned carrying overnight baggage and food for at least two days high up. By 

noon we had confirmed that diving equipment would be needed to pass the new sump; so, whilst the 

writer set about bringing the survey up-to-date in this area (see drawings) with the help of Aubrey and 

Ken, Fred, Brian and Pete re-directed their efforts to the main downstream sump at the known end of the 

system. 

 

After completing the surveying stint, my two companions left for the greater comforts at Fuente De 

leaving me to transcribe some very sodden notes and await the three still underground. Failing light and 

lengthening shadows chased them from the Vega and exchanged them for three local climbers seeking a 

corner of our cramped refugio over the weekend. Much curiosity over our distinctive paraphernalia was 

frustrated by my lack of vocabulary and the climbers' unfamiliarity with cavers in such parts; a situation 

which, although happily reinforcing the originality of our particular purpose in the high Picos, obviously 

achieved little beyond confirming the eccentricity of the English. The matter was hardly improved by the 

dramatic entry of the tattered triumvirate long after nightfall. A close inspection of the final sump had 

revealed that it too demanded diving equipment for a thorough exploration. Sadly we settled down 

shrouded by mists rolling off the chilled shoulders of the surrounding peaks. 

 

A brilliant dawn moments later worked wonders but could not alter the reality of the prospects 

underground. The sun soon dispelled remaining doubts so, deciding that the four of us could shoulder the 

mountain of gear left, a painful withdrawal down to Fuente De ensued at funereal pace. Thus, unrequited 

though unashamed, we took our leave of the Cueva de Liordes. 

 

Three days later, all except Aubrey and Ken arrived in the idyllic Rio Cares valley revitalised for a week 

of reconnoitring reported sites of interest. Two important resurgences were located; the first, above the 

Monte de Corona, probably drains a substantial area of the 2000-metre Western Massif whilst the one 

found in the valley floor by Dave Causer and Mike Thompson is undoubtedly a major outlet for systems 

in the Central Massif, Along with other evidence, we are now more confident in suggesting that the 

incised Rio Cares draws considerably upon feeders in the highest hoyos and vegas of the region, probably 

including the Cueva de Liordes, Since further exploration and field work is required at both sites, we 

record brief preliminary reports of our limited examinations last summer. 
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Fuente de Farfartha On 7th August 1973, we combed upwards through the thick woodland flanking the 

left wall of the Cares to a height of about 800 metres. An impressive cuesta of limestone towered above 

the tree-line. Whilst contouring beneath this, we chanced across a substantial torrent fed by a well-

developed rising. A discharge in excess of one cubic metre per second was estimated. After cascading 

about 100 metres overland, the entire flow leaked through a bed of deep scree to abandon a well-dissected 

winter flood route to the Cares some 250 metres below. From the condition of fallen trees and brush 

littering this surface channel, prodigious floods had occurred the previous spring. This is likely to be an 

annual event following the thaw in March and April, and the actual resurgence must be an awesome sight 

at such times. Subsequently, I returned to camp following the flood route but could find no indication of a 

cave entrance. Quite apart from the system which must lie upstream of the main rising, there is obviously 

a significant summer streamway to be found beneath the scree. This would be a daunting task for visitors, 

however, by comparison with the apparent ease of access to the former. 

 

The next day we returned hoping to remove sufficient boulders and lower the dam at the lip of the fuente. 

After an hour or so, we succeeded in reducing its level substantially, the rapidity of the initial fall 

indicating a relatively short sump. Thus encouraged Pete Moody ducked into a low air bell for about 10 

metres before being forced back by bitterly cold water and a still submerged route beyond: a dive was 

indicated. Whilst Fred and I set about our tins of sardine Brian warmed to the inevitable and, donning a 

taddy, dived for a further 15 metres until the drag of the kernmantel rope serving as a safety line made 

him turn back. His euphoric account of crystal clear conditions and open water ahead revived Pete who 

kitted-up and set off with plenty of slack line to hand. His dive concluded in the promised air space about 

5 metres beyond the point Brian had reached. Unfortunately, however, the sump continued about 1.5 

metres deep and our operations were called off. With backup equipment, a line reel and fins, this sump 

ought to be passable with ease. Also, a concerted effort to excavate the entrance could well make this 

fuente accessible to suitably clad non-divers: a prospect which we view with some enthusiasm for another 

time. 

 

A Rio Cares Resurgence On 10th August, we set off with light gear intending to bivouac and authenticate 

the prospects of the second major rising. After a brisk and scenically spectacular walk for some 8 

kilometres, we located the inspiring surge of water as reported. Scrambling down the 200-metre defile, 

we forded the main river for our first close-up. Here, I dare not estimate the discharge since both velocity 

and volume are well beyond any familiar scales of comparison. Somewhat humbled and bemused, we 

searched the embracing cliffs for open high level outlets. Again, a little time was needed in adjusting to 

the sheer scale of the site and it was only by traversing a steeply sloping ledge a full 80 metres up that the 

actual extent of the local development became apparent (a field sketch plan is included numbering seven 

key features investigated). 

 

The immediately obvious sites (numbered 1, 2 and 3 on the sketch) at river level are the ones which had 

attracted Dave Causer and Mike Thompson. The first is the most noteworthy of the trio as it gives internal 

access via an artificial adit to the raging stream behind the main rising. It appears to have been a vain 

attempt to create a sluice so that the race of water could be harnessed. By striding over this into a high 

chamber, we reached the boiling sump pool beyond; one glance being sufficient to dismiss it as an 

impossible proposition. The fourth site some 20 metres above the rising revealed an opening with 

ascending stalagmite flowstone. By climbing this we reached a sandy floored chamber which gave way 

very abruptly to pitches breaching the roof of another chamber below. Having overlooked the necessity 

for climbing aids at a resurgence, we were reduced to the time-honoured technique of throwing stones 

down them and a few impotent shouts to sense the size of the chamber. Stifling our enthusiasm, we 

retreated outside to locate the next two features upslope. Although of limited interest, the phreatic 

characteristics of these blind shelters enticed us even higher up the ledge. Rounding the narrow shelf at 

the top, we traversed into the most rewarding opening found. Shyly recessed in a major joint and hanging 

impressively above the gorge below, this was undoubtedly the key high level outlet. 
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Old steps indicated earlier visitors and broken ironwork at the head of a steep descent inside added to the 

bewildering relics of bygone attempts to make use of the rising in some way. We have yet to discover 

their significance and age. The most startling of these was the ironwork which had been bent upwards to 

suggest an immensely powerful upsurge of water in the recent past. Strong scalloping outwards gave 

substantial evidence that flood discharges undergo a phenomenal lift of some 80 metres before spewing 

into the Cares. If these conditions recur with any frequency, and I suspect that they may do so annually, it 

is little wonder that attempts to control the rising have been abandoned. 
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A straightforward 10-metre climb on the only 

handline we had with us, gave access to a clean, 

large bore streamway and phreatic complex 

which proved too much for one ailing carbide 

lamp and precious matches. Caution prevailed 

and we retreated avowing to return another time. 

All the signs indicate that an open route to 

passages upstream of the main sump must exist. 

That night the heavens opened to compete with 

the nearby roar of the rising. Thus, after a fitful 

bivouac, we returned to our main camp the 

following day for, reluctantly, we had run out of 

time when enthusiasm was rife and opportunity 

richest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    A major resurgence to the Rio Cares 
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NEWS FROM WALES 

 

by Andrew Webb 

 

Pwll Swnd Depth Potential 

 

This cave situated on Foel Fraith mountain near Brynamman is way off the beaten track and for this 

reason is very little visited by cavers. It was first explored before the Second World War, but progress 

was halted after about 900' by boulder chokes and the cave soon lapsed into obscurity. It was the 

Hereford Caving Club which rekindled interest in the site and they have been rewarded with a 

breakthrough which brings the total length of the cave to 4000'. The system contains several small 

pitches, and since the entrance is at an altitude of nearly 2000' it has the potential of becoming the deepest 

cave in Britain. A possible resurgence for the cave has been identified 1300' lower down. 

 

Search for the Pant Mawr Master Cave 

 

Cavers interested in South Wales have long held the belief that a master cave comparable to O.F.D. but 

draining towards the Little Neath Valley must exist somewhere beneath Pant Mawr Moor. It is known 

that the Pant Mawr stream resurges in the bed of the Little Neath below the Little Neath River Cave, but 

unfortunately the outlet offers no diving prospects. The Westminster Speleological Group, based at 

Caerllwyn House, have recently devoted much effort to trying to find an alternative way into the system, 

and they are now concentrating on the area around the Pant Mawr flood resurgence, Ogof Cas. 

 

Ogof Cas itself has been dived to its limits, a boulder choke, but a more interesting site lies 100' above it 

on the wooded hillside, Pwll-y-Coeden Gnau. The South Wales Caving Club first looked at this cave in 

1952, when it appeared to be little more than a 50' deep rift formed along a fault plane. A way through 

boulders was found to a horizontal fault aligned passage, but this seemed unconnected with any major 

cave development in the area. The W.S.G., on re-examining the cave last year, noted a phreatic passage 

leading off at right angles to the fault passage and heading straight into the hillside, and although this 

ended after about 100' in a boulder choke, it was carrying such a strong draught that the club's diggers 

could not get it out of their minds. The boulder choke is shortly to be subjected to a week long siege, and 

hopes are high of a really major breakthrough. 

 

The Agen Allwedd Diving Tragedy 

 

Roger Solari, who lost his life on the 15th June 1974, was one of Britain’s leading cave divers, and he 

will be greatly missed in Welsh caving circles. He died while attempting to pass the Fourth Sump in 

Aggie, and such is the remoteness of this area that it seems unlikely that his body will ever be recovered. 

The account that follows gives some idea of the scale of diving operations in the cave and is a measure of 

the achievement of divers such as Roger. 

 

Martyn Farr and Roger Solari together with their sherpas entered Aggie early on Saturday, 15th June. 

They proceeded through the Southern Stream Passage to the downstream end of the cave and then tackled 

the first three massive sumps - Sump 1 300', Sump 2 300' and Sump 3 850' and one of the longest in 

Britain. Martyn and Roger continued along the 1500' of passage between Sumps 3 and 4, at times wading 

in neck deep water and at one point descending a 25' cascade. They then proceeded to dive Sump 4. The 

underwater passage at this point has a very wide cross-section, and the two men kept each other company, 

Martyn at the bottom of the passage and Roger at the top, but each on a separate line. 

 

The sump descended to a depth of approximately 60', but after about 700' began to rise again until the 

divers were faced with a steep shale slope. Martyn thought that this might be the end of the sump as he 

felt that they could not be far below the water level, but there was no air space visible. By now Martyn 

was running out of air and so he indicated to Roger that he was returning. Roger appeared to acknowledge 

him and Martyn returned to the stream passage. He waited in vain for Roger to rejoin him. After two 
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hours he decided to pull in the other diving line and he met no resistance. When the line came out of the 

sump it was clear that it had been cut with a diving knife. 

 

What happened to Roger we shall probably never know, but it seems quite likely that he got into trouble 

while changing bottles underwater. He may have become tangled in his line, had to cut himself free, and 

then lost his way in the murky conditions. 

 

Martyn Farr emerged from the cave at 7 pm on Saturday to raise the alarm. Early on Sunday parties were 

sent into the cave to establish food dumps and cooking facilities at the entrance to Southern Stream 

Passage and at Sump 1. Enough bottles were taken to Sump 1 to enable two divers to pass Sumps 1 to 3 

and for one to dive Sump 4. A telephone cable was laid from the Chelsea S.S. Hut - Whitewalls - to the 

cave entrance, and another from the cave entrance to Southern Stream Passage. 

 

An attempt was made late on Sunday to find Roger, dead or alive, but this had to be abandoned because 

of heavy rain. A meeting was held on Tuesday to decide the next move, and a further recovery attempt 

was planned for Thursday. John Parker tackled the dive on Thursday, backed up by Colin Edmunds. He 

dived 300' into Sump 4 before being forced to return because of bad visibility the water was full of peat 

sediment as a result of the heavy rain. The rescue co-ordinators, Frank Bagulay of S.W.C.C. and Bill 

Wilkes of Cwmbran C.C., decided that no further risks should be taken, and operations were wound up on 

Friday and Saturday. The Cave Management Committee have now closed the cave for a period of one 

month. 

 

Clydach Gorge Developments 

 

Prior to the Aggie tragedy, Martyn Farr had high hopes of connecting the cave to a resurgence cave in the 

Clydach Gorge, Elm Cave, situated 50 yards upstream from Devil's Bridge. The sump pool 200' inside 

Elm Cave was dived over Easter this year, and a very large underwater chamber was entered, which it 

was thought must connect with the Sump 4 region of Aggie. Diving in nearby Shakespeare's Cave has 

revealed several thousand feet of new passage and the Cwmbran C.C., is now digging at another rising in 

this currently very productive area. 
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NOT NOW AND AGAIN, BUT AGAIN AND AGAIN AND AGAIN 

 

PART III 

 

by Fred Davies 

 

With Swildons cleared of Soffe-type debris we turned to thinking about the meaning of our recent 

extensions. We had hoped to bypass the Shit Sump and so regain the path of the water from Priddy Green 

Sink. This had not happened; instead we were some 50' vertically closer to the surface of the Green, with 

three or four possible sites for further progress. But which way should we go? 

 

We decided the time had come to gain more information about our discoveries. One line of research was 

clearly survey. On Sunday, the 7th February 1971, Rob Harper and I took the measurements upon which 

the survey accompanying the last section of this tale was based. Not to waste the effort of a visit to these 

regions, we also placed a charge on the lip of the Shit Sump, the idea being to allow water to drain 

naturally from the pool. 

 

Another line was to confirm that we were following Priddy Green water by a colour test. This, if it gave a 

small transit time for the dye, might also stir some flagging enthusiasm. This we attempted on the 

following week. Tim, Ray, and I went to the Shit Sump and waited as long as our shivering bodies would 

allow - but the flowing water remained a murky grey colour with no sign of the fluorescein, and many 

gallons of water, being poured in the surface entrance to Priddy Green Sink by a hard working team led 

by Kay Mansfield. As we left the scented scene another charge was placed on the lip of the sump. 

 

Over several ales at later discussions someone came up with the fact that fluorescein is very easily 

absorbed into organic material - it almost certainly would not pass the choke at the bottom of the Priddy 

Green Sink. Let’s try Rhodamine, we thought. Ray Mansfield and Bob Mehew went down on the 21st 

February to watch for the Rhodamine poured in by Kay. Again that colour failed to appear but another 

charge was fired on the lip of the sump. More pints of ale and more chat to knowledgeable blokes 

produced the knowledge that Rhodamine is similarly absorbed by organic material. 

 

Our attacks on the lip seemed to be making progress and water in the sump pool was now at least an inch 

shallower. When Brian Woodward and I visited it on the 7th March, a small airspace was visible on the 

right-hand side (looking in, NOT downstream) implying that the passage cut across underneath the tunnel 

we had enlarged to the Top Avens. Another charge was placed on the lip. 

 

The small chamber by the sump was now getting very constricted - we were rapidly filling it with rubble, 

so we organised a large party. Steve Wynne-Roberts joined Ray, Brian and I, and we painfully pushed 

spoil along the low tunnel to the head of Krapitan where it was sent crashing to the bottom. More charges 

were placed by Ray and I on the 28th March, 4th and 10th April, but the production of rubble was 

occurring at a greater rate than its removal. 

 

Drastic steps were taken. The sauce boat that started its working life at Oliver Lloyd’s P.P. Sump dig was 

obtained and Satanic Mills helped me to transport the thing through the cave to the Shit Sump. There was 

now a good airspace to be seen over the water but no one had felt like dipping half their face into the 

murky mess we called water. 

 

Martin Webster joined us for another bang on the 2nd May, and further attacks were made on the 9th May 

and the 6th June. Still we had not crawled through that pool of water into the passage to be seen beyond. 

Our enthusiasm waned as the hard rock absorbed shock after shock and only a few cubic inches were 

brushed from the surface. In an attempt to consider new tactics I went with El Puke to the Top Avens on 

the 27th June. There were several possible sites that could be pushed; perhaps radio location would help 

us to decide upon the best. 
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Before any more work was done at Cowsh, Brian Woodward and I had visited Spain and pushed the 

Cueva de Liordes. During late 1971 Brian Prewer worked on the development of his radio location gear, 

and after some successful work in Cuthberts Prew decided it was ready for the big test - being used up in 

Cowsh. 

 

I was not to be present for those attempts. On the 10th January 1972, whilst driving to Bruton, an intense 

pain developed in my left leg, I got home with my left leg stuck up on the dashboard and clutchless 

changes the order of the day. During the next three months our NHS kept me flat on my back, stretched 

me for ten days in Shepton Mallet Hospital, strapped me up in a corset - no matching bra was provided - 

and still I could not walk properly. 

 

Whilst lying helpless I heard of the efforts of other people. On the 29th January Satanic Mills, Brian 

Woodward, and Martin Webster carried an aerial array to the Top Avens and set it up ready for 

transmission. The transmitter was taken in by Ray Mansfield, Brian and Martin on the 6th February, but it 

did not survive the rigours of the journey. A vital connection had parted and no transmission was ever 

made. A disheartening experience but not uncommon to radio location work in caves. 

 

Thinking it might be time to investigate again the possibility of working from the top, Ray Mansfield 

looked at Priddy Green Sink on the 19th March. It was his first view of the cave and he was rather 

surprised by the amount of cave, but did not relish the thought of concentrated effort under the existing 

conditions. 

 

By late March I was getting tired of reading books - I had ploughed through most of the Yorkshire 

Ramblers Journals, Wessex Journals, and the Seven Pillars of Wisdom - so I tried chiropractice. A couple 

of visits to the Bristol Chiropractic Clinic (this is a "twist and click" technique but not osteopathy) and I 

was able to walk. A couple of potters down to Sump One during late April and early May, a weekend 

walking in the Dales, and I got back to Cowsh on the 11th June 1972, 49 weeks after the previous visit. 

 

Brian Woodward and Ken Grimes were with me, Ken had not previously been into new cave. Using his 

helmet he baled the greater portion of slime from the remains of the sump pool, dipped his left ear down 

into the residuum, and crawled through. Shit Sump had been passed. Beyond was a tube, tighter than the 

Goatchurch Drainpipe with thick clay deposits on both sides. It sloped gently uphill with the small flow 

of water running steadily down. Not a very pleasing prospect. 

 

Ray Mansfield had proposed, as an alternative to the Shit Sump, an attack on a hole leading away from 

the Top Avens at the head of the aven leading up to the squeeze into Top Avens. We went to look more 

closely at this, and there seemed to be two rifts, each 6" wide about 2' apart. The right-hand one seemed 

to give out a noise of falling water. A charge was fired to begin the job of opening this hole before we left 

the cave. 

 

We returned on the l8th June, the party comprising Ken Grimes, Phil Collett and I together with a girl 

named Gay, the first of the stronger sex to visit these parts. Passing the Shit Sump did not prove too 

unpleasant if one took it slowly and we excavated a lot of mud from the far side, enough to enable 

progress for about 6'. It went on, but tighter as the mud layer grew thinner and gave less opportunity to 

increase the size of the passage. Another charge was fired at Mansfield’s Hole. 

 

Mansfield's Hole was attacked again on the 25th June by Ken, Brian, Ray and I, but we found the passing 

of spoil back to the aven for disposal difficult, and so on the 9th July a party of Mike Roger, Bob Mehew, 

Ray and I fired a charge intended to open the very constricted space at the head of the aven. 

 

A little earlier in the year Mike Haselden of Speleo Rhal had expressed great interest in our work. They 

were developing a radio location device and he suggested that it could be used at the top of Cowsh. He 

asked if we would accompany them to assist in the climbing. Ray and I had by now developed a good 

routine in the cave. We soon learnt to switch off our brains for the tedious drag through P.R. and usually 
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found it unpleasant caving with someone who could not settle to our routine. So we arrogantly arranged 

to meet the Speleo Rhal people in IV at 3.00 p.m. on the Saturday afternoon. 

 

Unfortunately the date chosen, the 13th August, was the day after the King's School Summer Ball. A 

bottle of whisky, bed - in the van - at 2.30 a.m. and up again at 7.00 a.m. to help clear up the debris of the 

ball is not a good prelude to a stiffish caving trip. Yet Ray and I made good time through P.R, and down 

Blue Pencil Passage carrying the usual load of chemical hammer. As we got to the bottom end of Blue 

Pencil we heard the Speleo Rhal boys just ahead of us dropping out into IV. There were only two of them, 

so even with the weighty packs of their radio location gear we made good time up Cowsh and Boss and 

Bladder Pots. 

 

It was at Krapitan that the previous night's exertions made themselves felt. Shivering violently, yet 

sweating profusely, I was forced to empty my bowel. Hence the name Krapitan. Rather more slowly, and 

now at the rear end of the party, I staggered on and up. As my head came up to the top of the aven below 

Mansfield's Hole I heard a slight rumble, a yell, "Look out!", and a yelp of pain. I did not really believe 

that anything serious could have happened and I started making a few terse comments about "Getting out 

of the bloody way!" 

 

As I wriggled more fully up into the small space available I found the low crawl into the Top Avens 

blocked by a rock about 12." by 12" leaving a 6" gap over the top through which Ray's anxious face was 

looking at me. Rather more thought provoking was the pair of feet poking out from under the rock. Dave, 

Mike Haselden's companion, taking the crawl on his back had pulled on a roof projection to ease his 

weight, and a block about 4' by 12" by 12" had started to drop. He had held the end nearer his head up 

from himself but the other end was on his knees, rather painfully so. 

 

Some frantic work with pinch bar, hammer, rocks and slings finally got the boulder supported and Dave a 

little more comfortable, but he could not crawl from under it as his feet were jammed. It became very 

clear that if further help was needed I was the only bloke able to fetch it, and further, with Brian 

Woodward and Tim Reynolds in Canada, I would equally certain have to return with that help and act as 

guide up the Cowsh climbs. 

 

We frantically tried every possibility. After cracking some corners off other rocks with the hammer I 

managed to remove Dave's boots - that gave him space to manoeuvre his legs. Several times I raised the 

boulder a couple of inches and jammed chockstones under it, only to see them slip out as Dave tried to 

edge out. When this happened the boulder landed back on Dave's knee - usually painfully. 

 

Then Mike had the brilliant idea of excavating some of the loose gravel from under Dave. This soon gave 

him that extra inch of space needed to carefully wriggle out and join Ray and Mike in the Top Avens. 

With Dave clear, we allowed the boulder to fall to the floor, where it still rests, leaving ample space for a 

body to pass over the top. 

 

The radio location gear was rapidly assembled but did not provide the expected communication with the 

surface, and the morale of the party was by now very low. After less than half an hour of transmission we 

packed up the gear and left the cave. As we departed I fired a charge on the lip of Shit Sump merely to 

obviate the need to carry the stuff out of the cave. 

 

Though suffering considerable pain Dave made his way out of the cave entirely without help. A letter 

from Mike Haselden a few days later informed us that he had in fact suffered a broken knee-cap - a great 

performance by Dave and Cowsh's first accident had been dealt with in the correct manner. The party 

involved had extricated themselves, and I had found an effective way to dispose of a hang-over! 
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MORE FLOGGING OF DEAD HORSES 

 

The construction of the shaft at Charterhouse Warren Farm 

 

by Tony Audsley 

 
!tAll windlass workers, whatsoever kind of machine they may turn, 

are necessarily robust, that they can sustain such great toil." 

Agricola - De Re Metallica Book VI. 

 

In retrospect it would have seemed logical to complete the work on the upper shaft and then continued to 

excavate below the level of the concrete beams. Unfortunately, digs rarely progress in a logical manner 

and although the final ring was not secured on the upper shaft until the end of April 1973, work below the 

beams was begun during March. Hence for one month, the shaft grew at both ends, an underhand method 

of digging. 

 

Below the beams the shaft was bounded by the solid walls of the rift and shoring was only necessary on 

the northern face; the down-dip continuation of the rift being completely excavated. The initial method of 

shoring was laborious and slow, consisting of removing about three feet of fill from the base of the shaft, 

carefully trimming the free face, a tottering pile of clay and cobbles until it was more or less true and 

vertical. In practice the degree of truth and verticality achieved depended to a very great extent on the 

nerve of the trimmer. The prepared face was then close timbered with vertical scaffolding planks which 

were supported with horizontal timbers notched into the rock walls of the rift. 

 

This method of shoring worked deceptively well for the first two sections below the beams, but of course 

the inevitable had to happen. On Saturday, 12th May the wall had been trimmed for the third time and the 

shoring was offered up to see if it fitted correctly. It didn't - a projection in the middle of the face had to 

be removed. The offending boulder was pulled and the tottering pile tottered. For two or three seconds a 

large, unsightly hollow lurked at the base of the shoring, then the fill above collapsed, boulders fell from 

high behind the shoring and rattled down against it to emerge from the bottom horizontally at high speed. 

The collapse abated and an incautious head peered underneath the shoring, only to be quickly withdrawn 

as the final shot was delivered. 

 

On sober inspection a three foot deep cavity, the width of the shoring was found to extend upwards about 

twelve feet. The shoring itself, although it had been seen to vibrate alarmingly during the collapse, had 

not moved nor had it been damaged visibly. 

 

Consequently, the shoring boards were once again placed into position and the space behind filled with 

concrete and short pieces of iron reinforcing. Once the bottom had been plugged, the space above was 

filled with small stones which were fed in through a slot between the upper shaft and the concrete beams. 

This plug and the packing above were left for two weeks to cure and consolidate. 

 

From this stage on a modified procedure was adopted. Approximately one foot of bank was exposed and 

carefully cleaned to remove as much of the interstitial clay as possible, large stones being allowed to 

project from the face if they could not be removed safely. Concrete grout, containing a rapid hardening 

agent was then plastered onto the face. Once this had set another one foot of bank was exposed and the 

process repeated. When sufficient bank had been exposed to take a set of timbers (ca. 3') the projecting 

stones in the face were trimmed off with hammer and chisel and the shoring applied as before. 

 

Using this method we have had no further collapses to our present shored depth of forty three feet. 

Progress however has been very slow for even with rapid hardener in the cement only two sections of 

grouting can be completed in one weekend. 
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The season’s digging has revealed that the rift continues as before, about six foot wide at the shoring 

(northern) end, narrowing to about six inches twenty feet to the south. It continues in this wise to at least 

fifty five feet, our maximum depth at the southern end. The clay and cobble fill, with occasional pebbles 

of Old Red Sandstone, had continued unabated except for a small isolated patch of gravel encountered at 

a depth of fifty feet at the southern end of the rift. This gravel contained fire-setting debris and a few 

small fragments of Magnetite. No traces of fire-setting have been detected in the excavated portion of the 

rift. 

 

On the surface a hut has been erected by the side of the shaft to protect the surface party from the rigours 

of the Mendip weather, and a head frame has been welded up and mounted over the shaft. Trap doors 

have been fixed onto the top of the shaft and, more recently, a railway has been constructed over these 

doors and onto the spoil heap. This allows the bucket (actually a dustbin) to be winched up into the head 

frame and subsequently lowered onto a truck and wheeled onto the spoil heap for tipping. This 

arrangement has made it possible to work at the site with two people, one digging and one on the surface 

hauling and tipping the spoil. This procedure has been adopted on a few occasions recently when a small 

(but erudite) portion of the digging team temporarily left the fold and engaged itself in a search for riches 

in the mysterious east. Fortunately, this perverse practice has not been sufficiently long lived to deform 

irreparably our winching arms. 
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NATURE CONSERVANCY NOTES 

 

The following items of caving interest appeared in Information Circular 9 issued in May 1974 by the 

Geology and Physiography Section of the Nature Conservancy Council. 

 

Ogof Dydd Byraf, Clwyd 

 

A report on the major public inquiry concerning proposals to extend a quarry into the hillside above this 

cave was included in Information Circular 8. The Geology and Physiography Section and the North 

Wales Region of the Nature Conservancy joined with the Cave Research Group (now part of a new body, 

the British Cave Research Association) to present a combined case which constituted the leading 

objection. 

 

The Secretary of State for Wales has now refused the planning application. Though this decision is more 

satisfactory and of great significance in the development of cave conservation, the refusal was coupled 

with recommendations that require considerably more scientific information to be gathered if the long-

term future of the cave system is to be ensured. 

 

The quarry company concerned have now submitted a new application which excludes the cave and the 

Conservancy is currently negotiating access arrangements. 

 

Ogof Ffynnon Ddu, Powys 

 

Ogof Ffynnon Ddu is a cave system whose passages exceed 20 miles in total length and ranks as the 

longest in Britain and one of the ten longest in the world. It is by far the most important British cave 

system with regard to its physical and biological scientific interest. Part of the cave is overlain by a quarry 

which, if deepened, could break into some of the passages. Currently the quarry company is endeavouring 

to obtain planning permission to increase the extent of its workings in a direction which would not affect 

the cave. The planning authorities have agreed to this extension on condition that the company reach a 

permanent agreement with the Nature Conservancy Council whereby their workings will avoid the known 

passages. As the extension of the quarry departs from the existing development plan, the Welsh Office 

have called in the application : should a public inquiry result the Conservancy will contest this in the 

scientific interest. 

 

The latest news about Ogof Dydd Byraf is less encouraging than the above report. When the result of the 

inquiry was known, the quarry company, Tarmac Ltd., called in an Inspector of Mines to examine the 

safety factors involved in allowing cavers and scientists access to the cave. The Inspector's report has 

been passed to the Nature Conservancy Council and it contains some startling recommendations. He 

considers that a rigid ladder should be installed in the 100' entrance shaft with platforms, surrounded by 

guardrails, constructed at 20' intervals. The cave's atmosphere was tested and found to contain an 0.1% 

concentration of carbon monoxide, which is apparently a lethal dose if breathed for more than five hours. 

To clear this gas would require a ventilation system costing many thousands of pounds. In short, as far as 

Tarmac is concerned, the cave is far too dangerous to enter. The National Caving Association is alarmed 

at the implications of this report, and the Conservation and Access Group intends to make a detailed study 

of the evidence on which the findings were based. One wonders what an H.M. Inspector of Mines would 

make of the British Standard Boulder Ruckle! 
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REVIEW 

 

A comparison between the OS 1:63,360 (1") and 1:50,000 (1¼") scale maps 

 

The Editor must now make a decision — can one have two bites at the same cherry? (Who am I to stand 

in the way of such an ardent cartophile. Ed). Your reviewer, PGH, in No. 153 has made many valid 

points, but there are others where he and I disagree. 

 

First of all, if any of you have strong views on this subject why not write to:- 

 

The Deputy Director Small Scales Division, 

Ordnance Survey, 

Romsey Road, 

Maybush, 

Southampton, SO9 4DH. 

 

It is only by pressing one's case that changes can be hoped for in the future. I have always had courteous 

replies in the past — but when this missive, suitably transliterated, reaches him I may get no reply at all! 

 

The need for the 1¼" 

 

Left to themselves the OS may have been quite happy with the 1" but metrication was a political decision. 

 

Cost 

 

The requirement for the OS to be cost conscious and seek a better return for their products is also a 

political one. The price of 65p is not really high. When I started collecting the 1" in 1942 they were 

selling at 1/6 and shortly rose to 2/-. This was far below the surveying and production costs, and even 

now the OS cannot balance its books. Our tame cave surveyors will tell you that bench mark heights are 

no longer shown on the 1:10,000 and one has to pay extra to get a set of values for each sheet. 

Consequently there are certain features, which I will describe later, that are shown on the 1" that may well 

be absent for all time in future. One may well say that the 1" 7th Series, for all its faults, was the last 

complete map of Britain. 

 

A comparison between the production methods of the 1" and 1¼" 

 

The 1" 7th Series sheet lines were identical to most of the 6th Edition so the conversion from one to the 

other could proceed at a leisurely pace. (What is the difference between a Series and an Edition?) In fact 

it took some 10 years, starting in the late 40’s, to cover the whole country. Inevitably during that long 

time there were changes in the type face, giving Wales and the Marches an oldy-worldy look in 

comparison with the rest of Britain. More annoying, for my purposes, were two production changes. 

 

1/ Someone decided that the Legend on the bottom edge could well be folded underneath thus allowing 

the use of smaller covers. Later on this decision was revoked — so the whole set looks messy when 

stacked along a shelf. 

 

2/ Then along came another promotion (?) and instead of seeing " 1" 7th Series Liverpool 100 " one saw " 

One-inch Liverpool 100 " upside down. I now have two sheets that have to be reverse stacked. 

 

 

1¼" 

This has two striking features. Firstly, owing to the difference in scale it was thought expedient to publish 

the whole set in two goes. Britain south of Lancaster in 1974 and north of in 1976. (All the sheets that I so 
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far possess are printed and folded in an identical manner, but will 1976 see a change? I shall scream if it 

does!) Secondly, the sheet names, by judicious use of two or more names tend to show the area covered 

by any map rather than the name of the largest town. This is handy for quick reference. The 1¼" is 

published in two editions and it is as well to discuss them quite separately. 

 

1st Series 

 

This has been derived from a direct photographic enlargement of the 1" and perpetuates any old faults. 

The technique used is not known by me but deserves credit. A method was used that reduced the 

theoretical thickness of road edge lines, amongst other things, and one has to look very hard to find places 

where the enlargement is obvious and obtrusive. As PGH says, certain colours have been changed, 

notably red to blue for motorways. 

 

However, one can understand why the contour interval appears odd; just think of the work involved in 

redrawing (and resurveying) at a metric interval. Analysed carefully one finds that the drawing office task 

involved in this Series is fairly small so again the OS must be congratulated. 

 

I am disturbed however, by some of the changes incurred by periodic revision. On sheet 120 (Mansfield 

and The Dukeries) the old Great Central Railway line (Sheffield to Marylebone) is disused for much of its 

length. Parts of it are no longer shown, and as it was noted for its massive earth works in the successful 

attempt to build a high speed line the question is what has happened to some of them. At SK438615 the 

1" shows (in perfectly open country with tons of room on the map) an embankment that must have been 

at least 50ft high — and it has now gone without a trace. In that same area (428678 and 432622) some 

contours show gaps where previous detail has been deleted. Sheet 160 (Brecon Beacons) at last shows 

‘pothole’ for Pant Mawr in the correct location. However, the name ‘Dan-yr-Ogof’ has been deleted 

leaving only ‘caves’ and neither the 1" or 1¼" name ‘Ogof-yr-Ffyon-Ddu’, the largest cave in the 

country. Sheet 182 (Weston-super-Mare) still persists in its use of ‘cave’ and ‘cavern’. Perhaps they could 

explain the difference to us sometime. How many of you remember the painstaking work done by Brig. 

E.A. Glennie et al in the late 40’s to let the OS have full details of cave names, locations, relative 

importance and "Suggestions for Representation on the 6" and 1" scales"? (The Cave Research Group 

Newsletters of that period were full of details - well worth reading by any cave or mine site hunters). A 

little late in implementation don’t you think? 

 

Now the coastline. An admirable feature of the 1" was its 5 and 10 fathom lines. A comparison between 

the 1" sheet 1 (Shetland Islands: Yell and Unst) and sheet 162 (Southend-on-Sea) leaves one in no doubt 

that Yell is perched up on high. For several miles the cliffs on its west side drop sheer into water deeper 

than 10 fathoms. No landsman cares if these submarine contours are years out of date, they at least show 

the relationship between land and sea. Sad to say the 1¼" have lost them. Costings again dictate that one 

must buy a chart in future. But what about the Loch contours taken from the "Bathymetrical Survey of 

Fresh Water Lochs of Scotland" and shown on the 1". Are we to lose these as well? 

 

Woods. The determination of the predominant type of tree entails great surveying effort, and one can 

understand the decision to spend the money elsewhere. For example, if you miss a knot of oaks in the 

middle of Kielder then you may as well not bother at all. 

 

Motorways. Do you know theM42 or the M54? Projected routes are shown and if the opening date is 

known then that is shown as well. There is no doubt that the updating of road information dominates all 

revision work. 

 

Railways. In reply to my plea that multiple tracks (more than two) be given a separate symbol reference 

was made to a 40 year old decision which stated that the public had great difficulty in differentiating 

between long and short dashes for single and double track. I wanted these to be revived and the solid line 

to be reserved for multiple track. The 1¼" shows double or more, single, narrow gauge and mineral lines 

just as the 1". 
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Sheet Boundaries. A determined effort has been made to place some larger cities in the centre of their 

sheets, and also some of the scenic areas have been dealt with in the same way. If you examine the sheet 

guide to David & Charles 1st Edition 1" reprint, where there are virtually no overlaps you can see that 

both schools of thought have their problems. 

 

2nd Series 

 

This is based on a complete resurvey, drawn to a new set of symbols. The sheets cover the same areas as 

the 1st Series, the folded sizes and colour covers are the same but they are clearly marked 2nd Series. 

Sheets now published are:- 115 (Snowdon) with its now notorious and dangerous footpath symbol, 176 

and 177 (West and East London). What these sheets show is of less importance than the Legend, for that 

is the key to the whole country in the future, 

 

Contours. Now at 10 metre intervals, but the thing that makes any surveyor or ex-surveyor like myself 

shudder is the symbol for 'view point'. Are we to find these on every peak? They are perfectly suited to 

the 1:200,000 Michelin non-contoured maps but with contours — ghastly! 

 

Railways, Whilst there are 20 classifications for roads all railways will be shown by a solid line 

irrespective of type or gauge with one exception — a thin line for sidings. Is a lengthy mineral line a 

siding? Another grim feature is the absence of a symbol for a tunnel. Future generations will be unable to 

sort out the tangle of lines under Camden. What about the route of the Severn Tunnel or the projected one 

under Croydon? Surely it doesn't cost too much to include this information, and now that orange is used 

as a built up area an extra black symbol can easily be shown. Have a look at 1" sheet 171 (London SE). 

At 3754 NW of Oxted a tunnel over a mile long is curved for most of its length. The curving feature is 

also present on the same sheet at 5839 Royal Tunbridge Wells and at 5254 Sevenoaks. 

 

The sea. Now being accustomed to losing the submarine contours we find that sand and shingle signs will 

also go. I have spent many an hour with a pen and magnifying glass putting 'dots' on glacial exposed rock 

(on my maps I mean) — but nowadays all you need is a printed sheet from which one cuts out an 

appropriate portion and sticks it on before photographing the original drawing. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Just getting accustomed to my first bi-focals I agree with the latest Johnny Morris Ad -- Ordnance 

Survey's new maps make the countryside clearer. The scale does give the OS much more scope and one 

must be charitable and wait and see how they use this extra space as time goes on. 

 

However, in these days of great change I feel that much of value is being lost. Many years ago the OS 

were persuaded to appoint a technical officer responsible for the representation of Antiquities. It was and 

is a great success; so much so that a series of special maps have been produced such as 'Roman Britain' 

and 'Monastic Britain'. I have my own ideas on an additional appointment, which could be honorary, but I 

must make it clear that I have not followed through all its implications. It is an outline idea and should be 

considered as such the details will suggest themselves. I would like to see an Officer responsible for 

'Industrial Archaeology and Contemporary Cartography'. The emphasis on Market Research and general 

'with-it-ness' makes me fear for the future. There are two types of map user — the casual buyer who 

doesn’t really appreciate what he is getting and the more serious person. A conflict of interest has already 

shown itself and I don't think that the official whose prime responsibility is that of production is in the 

best position to resolve it. Lets consider Industrial Archaeology. The person who showed 'disused locks' 

near Devizes did a good bit of work. It is clear that the canal must be restored at this point if it is ever to 

be used again. Railways. It simply wont do to say that there is no demand for this data. Study the 

technical press. IPC make a good living from The Railway Magazine and other similar Journals. There is 

an advert in the July issue from someone who is willing to pay 50p for old 1" sheets. To refer to the 1948 

1:625,000 'Railways' map or the 1:10,000 for multiple track data is ludicrous. Does the Market Research 

venture in this direction? 
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Contemporary Cartography. The final assessment is the relationship between the 1¼" and other maps and 

charts. Is the former completely filling its place in the cartographic library? We have lost railway data, 

submarine contours, sand, shingle and tunnels. We have gained view points, camp and caravan sites and 

public conveniences (in rural areas) - the latter being of dubious advantage. The answer - on balance the 

2nd Series leaves me in doubt - and at the moment I prefer the 1st. 

 

R.R.K. 7-7-74 

 

 

FROM THE LOG 

 

1st June 1974 LAMB LEER 

 

Black Wal, Adrian V., Alison and Phil H. Preliminary walk around quarry and fields, then down to Main 

Chamber, abseiled down leaving Wally on platform. To Valentines Landing where we checked Aubrey's 

walkie-talkies. Tried to contact Wal again at 1st junction (no joy) and again just through the corkscrew 

into May Passage. He picked us up, but we could not hear him. The way on was then found to December 

Chamber, where we got a perfect radio link, very clear. By walking around on the surface Wal maximised 

the volume, and this showed that the survey ground features correlation by the MNRC is quite accurate. 

December Chamber has loose walls and a high aven in the roof - we cannot be far from the surface. 

Alison crawled up to Hope Passage reporting a narrow draughting rift with a sand fill. We were a bit 

worried owing to Alison's remoteness. She got a good radio link with Wally at the end of the passage. 

Then we emerged fairly rapidly meeting Wal again at the platform. A bit of trouble with Adrian's slipping 

clogs 20ft from the top of the rope. 

P.H. 

1st June 1974 SWILDON5 HOLE 

 

Paul Hadfield, Pete Moody, and two French cavers. We at last got the hosepipe to the site of the Swyne-

Puke dig. Unfortunately even after some very valiant attempts it was impossible to get a syphon started. 

The underwater passage has silted up considerably. The only solution appears to be a pump which can 

handle both the water and the silt. Out via the Troubles except Pete who went to IV and had a look at the 

dig and found it dry. He came out via the streamway and we met at Sump 1. Two very wet and cold 

Frenchmen tackled their first sump in boiler suits and no lights very gallantly. 4½ hours. 

 

15th June 1974 SWILDONS HOLE 

 

Rich Websell and Pete Moody. Dug in 4. Removed about 30 buckets and numerous rocks which were 

extremely difficult to extract owing to lack of appropriate boots and the glutinous sticky mud. An airspace 

can be seen above the fill which goes on for about 10ft and doesn't show any definite sign of opening up. 

Eventually the dig became engulfed with mud so we retreated muddily and slowly. 7 hrs. 

R.W. 

 

16th June 1974 CUCKOO CLEEVES 

 

Alison, P. Moody, John Wilman and John Winkler, Went down to the lake, climbing over a couple of 

Scout parties. Took a 3ft crowbar down to dislodge boulders in the roof. The passage from the bottom of 

Puke Rift to the Lake is 40ft of the thruckliest, knobbliest continuous squeeze possible. My advice to 

those contemplating the trip is DONT. We attacked the choked rift at the far end of the lake some 15ft 

above the water level. After only a couple of stones had been removed a river of mud and rock showered 

out of the rift. We continued the game of probing at key stones for about an hour until we managed to 

open up a space in the rift through which the draught headed upwards. It was far too unstable to climb up 

and see where it went. Two very large rocks remain and we hope that they might come down on their 

own. The rift was still showering out mud when we left for the surface. 
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NOTICE 

 

CAVE RESCUE CONFERENCE SEPTEMBER 1974. 

 

The Conference is being convened by the Mendip Rescue Organization on behalf of all cave rescue 

groups in the country. It will be held at:- 

 

The Blue School, Kennion Road, Wells, Somerset, on Saturday 21st September 1974. 

 

A cordial invitation is extended to all organizations and individuals actively involved in cave rescue 

work. The chief objective is to demonstrate current techniques and equipment and to exchange ideas 

among covers and public bodies regarding rescue services. Details of the Conference programme may be 

obtained from:- 

 

J.D. Hanwell, Hon. Secretary M.R.O., 50 Wells Road, 

Wookey Hole, Wells, BA5 1DN, Somerset. 


